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Abstract
The novel deep learning image reconstruction (DLIR) is known to change its image quality characteristics according to object
contrast and image noise. In clinical practice, computed tomography (CT) image noise is usually controlled by tube current
modulation (TCM) to accommodate changes in object size. This study aimed to evaluate the image quality characteristics of
DLIR for different object sizes when in-plane noise is controlled by TCM. We used Mercury 4.0 phantoms with different object
sizes. Phantom image acquisition was performed on a GE Revolution CT system to investigate the impact of the DLIR algorithm
compared to standard reconstructions: �ltered back projection (FBP) and hybrid iterative reconstruction (hybrid-IR). For image
quality evaluation, the noise power spectrum (NPS), task-based transfer function (TTF), and detectability index (d') were
determined. The NPS of DLIR was very similar to that of FBP, and the information in the high-frequency region was maintained. In
terms of TTF, DLIR showed higher resolution than hybrid-IR at low- to medium-contrast (Δ50, Δ90HU), but not necessarily higher
than FBP. At the simulated contrast and lesion size, DLIR showed higher detectability than hybrid-IR, regardless of the phantom
size. In this study, we evaluated a novel DLIR algorithm by reproducing clinical behaviors. The �ndings indicate that DLIR
produces higher image quality than hybrid-IR regardless of the phantom size, although it depends on the reconstruction strength.

Introduction
Computed tomography (CT) examinations have been introduced in several medical institutions because of their high diagnostic
imaging ability, high throughput, and few restrictions. Due to the increase in the number and the high diversity of examinations,
the proportion of CT in medical exposure is also increasing, and optimization of CT exposure dose is an essential condition [1, 2].
Filtered back projection (FBP), which is the basic image reconstruction algorithm of CT, has a linear relationship between its dose
and image quality, although the relationship between image quality and CT dose is a trade-off, making it di�cult to reduce image
noise. Therefore, hybrid (hybrid-IR) and model-based iterative reconstruction (MBIR) have been developed to maintain image
quality and reduce image noise. Several studies on CT using iterative reconstruction (IR) have been reported and used in clinical
practice [3, 4].

However, several problems have been reported with the IR algorithm, and it has been recognized that the noise level of the image
and the reconstruction strengths affect the texture when analyzing image noise reduction [5]. Thus, it has been reported that it is
di�cult to reduce the dose compared to FBP [6, 7]. In contrast, deep learning image reconstruction (DLIR), which was newly
developed by the deep neural network (DNN), has been reported to reduce noise and dose without affecting the texture in the
image compared to IR [8–11, 12]. The novel DLIR is a nonlinear image reconstruction algorithm that depends on image noise and
contrast and is affected by the subject size in clinical practice. In clinical applications, tube current modulation (TCM) is applied
to optimize the incident dose according to the subject size [13]. TCM is a radiation exposure reduction technique that optimizes
the incident dose for each patient by simulating the body thickness size from scout images and regulating the X-ray dose by
modulating the tube current to �t the irregular patient size.

Solomon et al. [14] used the Mercury Phantom V3.0 to evaluate the image quality of DLIR and evaluated different object sizes
using a �xed tube current (FTC), which was necessary to maintain measurement accuracy. However, the Mercury Phantom is
useful only for clinical evaluation of TCM [15]. Thus, in this study, we assumed a clinical CT of the torso, and the task of image
quality assessment targeted two low- to medium-contrast inserts of polystyrene (≈Δ50HU) and water (≈Δ90HU) in the Mercury
Phantom. For advanced reconstruction methods such as DLIR, high-contrast objects may be easily distinguished from noise and
edges based on previous physical and clinical evaluations [8, 11].

Currently, there have been few reports on the physical evaluation of DLIR related to the measurement of low contrast of 50HU.
Furthermore, image quality characteristics using IR at low contrast show different characteristics among the apparatus [16]. A
50HU contrast in the abdominal region is important for clinical evaluation in CT to assess faint shadows such as liver tumors and
intravenous thrombus [17, 18, 19]. Thus, this study aimed to evaluate the image quality characteristics of different subject sizes
reconstructed by DLIR using images acquired under controlled in-plane noise using TCM.

Methods
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Deep learning image reconstruction

Developed by GE, DLIR [true �delity imaging (TFI); GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA] is a DNN-based reconstructive algorithm
that uses high-quality FBP data for teacher data in the learning process. DLIR has low, medium, and high set strengths, each
reconstructed from a different DNN model. The traditionally used hybrid-IR (ASiR-V; GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA) differs
such that the strength is adjusted by blending FBP and IR [9]. In addition, the advanced intelligent clear-IQ engine (AiCE; Canon
Medical Systems, Tokyo, Japan), which has been commercialized as reconstruction using deep learning, differs such that it uses
MBIR images for the learning process [12].
Object size modulation phantom

Mercury 4.0 Phantom (Gammex, Middleton, WI, USA) was developed to evaluate the TCM installed in a CT system [20, 21]. This
phantom was approved by the American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) Task Group (TG) 233 [21]. Mercury 4.0
Phantom has �ve sections with different diameters (16, 21, 26, 31, and 36 cm) made of polyethylene (Fig. 1). The phantom has a
uniform layer for evaluating noise characteristics and �ve cylinders of water, bone, polystyrene, 10 mg/mL iodine, and air at a
constant distance from the center as contrast inserts for evaluating the resolution. By scanning this phantom with TCM, it is
possible to acquire images under clinical conditions, and by evaluating the image quality at each phantom size, comprehensive
image quality assessment can be performed.
Data acquisition and image reconstruction

The data acquisition in this study used a 256-slice Revolution CT (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA) with hybrid-IR and DLIR as
the image reconstruction algorithms. The X-ray tube voltage was 120 kV, while the X-ray tube current used was the TCM, which
was controlled with a noise index (NI). The current was modulated at 10–720 mA by the phantom diameter and NI. NI is
determined by the operator, and the imaging dose is controlled to have a constant standard deviation (SD) in the central region of
the phantom, regardless of patient size [22]. In this study, two NIs (13.7 and 22.4) were set, in which the tube current varied
without saturation at each phantom size within the range of the upper and lower limits of the TCM (10–720 mA). Considering the
guidance level of the adult abdomen announced by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), NI = 13.7 is the standard dose
level, and NI = 22.4 is the low dose level [23]. The volume CT dose index (CTDIvol) reported by the scanner console was recorded
in a DICOM radiation dose structured report �le after each scan. The mean CTDIvol recorded from the apparatus was 11.6 mGy at
standard dose level (NI = 13.7) and 3.07 mGy at low dose level (NI = 22.4). Nominal CTDIvols with phantom diameters of 16, 21,
26, 31, and 36 cm were 2.0, 3.3, 7.4, 17.5, and 28.8 mGy, respectively, at standard doses; at low doses, it was 0.73, 1.18, 2.45, 4.81,
and 6.49 mGy, respectively. The detector con�guration was 0.625 mm × 256 rows, and the rotation time was 0.6 s/rotation. When
NI = 13.7, the focal spot size was XL, and when NI = 22.4, the focal spot size was S. The images were subjected to FBP, hybrid IR,
and DLIR. Hybrid-IR was evaluated for the ASiR-V50 (IR50; a 50 × 50 combination of FBP and IR), which is frequently used in
clinical practice, and IR100, which shows strong performance. DLIR was evaluated for three strengths: low (DL-L), medium (DL-
M), and high (DL-H). Images were reconstructed with a standard kernel: slice thickness, 1.25 mm (gap less); �eld of view, 400 mm;
and matrix size, 512 × 512 pixels.
Image quality assessment

ImQuest, developed by the clinical imaging physics group at Duke University, was used to analyze the acquired images. ImQuest
is an open-source software that uses the technology described in TG233 of the AAPM and is compatible with the Mercury 4.0
Phantom. To assess the image quality characteristics, the noise power spectrum (NPS), task-based modulation transfer function
(TTF), and task-based detectability index (d') were calculated using ImQuest. The quality and quantity of in-plane noise were
evaluated using NPS. As shown in Fig. 2a, we set 40 × 40 pixel ROIs and obtained two-dimensional NPS from 60 consecutive
axial slices (240 ROIs) in each section with uniform layers [21]. As shown in Fig. 2b, the resolution was measured for two low-to-
medium contrast inserts: polystyrene (≈Δ50HU) and water (≈Δ90HU). A circular ROI was set for each insert, and the TTF was
evaluated by the circular edge technique by averaging 80 consecutive axial slices in each section [21, 24, 25]. On the other hand, d'
is an index that can be virtually simulated as the detectability by a radiologist using the measured NPS and TTF and by setting
the detection task that is clinically required using the following equation:
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where u and v are the spatial frequencies of the x- and y-coordinates, respectively. NPS (u, v) and TTF (u, v) are measured from the
phantom, while W (u, v) is a task function found from arbitrary tumor sizes, assuming clinical practice. On the other hand, E (u, v)
is an eye �lter that models the sensitivity of the human visual system to various spatial frequencies and requires the setting of
observation conditions [26]. In this study, we simulated target tumors in the abdominal region and used two low-to-medium TTFs,
NPS obtained from different doses, and phantom sizes. Then, the calculation condition of d' was based on a non-prewhitening
matched �lter with an eye �lter (NPWE), a reconstructed �eld of view of 400 mm, a viewing distance of 450 mm, a zoom factor of
1.5, and a simulated tumor expressed in a Gaussian �eld of 8 mm [17, 21, 26, 27]. From the obtained d', the rate of increase (d'%)
of each algorithm for FBP was calculated.

Results
Figure 3 shows a portion of the NPS results at low doses, and Table 1 shows the results of the NPS peak and NPS average at
each dose level and phantom size. NPSpeak showed similar values depending on the TCM with the set NIs; however, it was larger
when the phantom size was 16 cm and smaller when the phantom size was 36 cm, and �uctuated slightly compared to 21, 26,
and 31 cm diameters. This trend was also observed for different doses. In all conditions, FBP had the highest noise level, and DL-
H had the lowest noise level. The NPSaverage frequency of DLIR compared with FBP was almost similar (0.01–0.04 mm− 1 at low
dose and 0–0.03 mm− 1 at normal dose), and the difference between FBP and IR50 was approximately 0.04 mm− 1 regardless of
dose. The difference between FBP and IR50 was approximately 0.04 mm− 1 regardless of dose, but the difference between FBP
and IR100 was very large (approximately 0.18 mm− 1 at low dose and approximately 0.17 mm− 1 at normal dose). Phantom size
has no speci�c effect on the NPS.

Figure 4 shows some of the TTF results calculated for polystyrene (≈Δ50HU) and water (≈Δ90HU), and Table 2 shows the
TTF50% results for each dose level and phantom size. The average deviation for each dose and phantom size was 4.2%. In TTF
polystyrene (≈Δ50HU), FBP was the highest, while DL-M and IR50 were similar. Compared with FBP, both DLIR and ASIR-V
decreased the TTF50% as the reconstruction strength increased. The rate of decrease of TTF50% with respect to FBP also
showed the largest decrease rate of DL-H, with a maximum of 44.4% (36 cm in diameter, NI = 22.4). In hybrid-IR, the rate of
decrease in IR100 was the highest, with a maximum of 59.1% (21 cm in diameter, NI = 22.4). In TTF water (≈Δ90HU), FBP and
DLIR were similar, and DLIR showed favorable results in the low spatial frequency region. The results obtained from water were
similar to those of polystyrene, and compared with FBP, both DLIR and ASIR-V decreased TTF50% as the reconstruction strength
increased. In DLIR, the rate of decrease of TTF50% with respect to FBP had the largest decrease rate of DL-H, with a maximum of
16.3% (16 cm in diameter, NI = 22.4). In hybrid-IR, the rate of decrease in IR100 was the highest, with a maximum of 44.4% (36 cm
in diameter, NI = 22.4).

Figure 5 shows the results of d' (low dose) for each phantom size, and Table 3 shows the results of the increase in d'% at each
dose level and phantom size. The trend of the results was similar regardless of the variation in dose, and FBP was the least
detectable under all conditions. Compared with IR50, the detectability of DL-M and DL-H was high, and the detectability of DL-H
was high under all conditions. The smaller the phantom size, the higher the detectability. However, there was no difference in d' by
phantom size in the 21, 26, and 31 cm diameters, where the SD variation was small.

Discussion
The image quality of the DLIR was evaluated using TCM with the Mercury 4.0 Phantom. The SD varied when the phantom size
was 16 cm and 36 cm relative to the set NI. The NPSpeak values under each condition also varied accordingly, possibly due to the
bowtie �lter of the CT system [28]. The bowtie �lter intends to equalize the in-plane dose distribution of the human body. In
general, the size of the bowtie �lter varies according to the size of the subject, but it cannot be changed during the scan.
Therefore, we believe that it affected the control by TCM and caused the SD to vary.
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According to the NPSaverage frequency and shape of the NPS, DLIR was able to maintain the shape and reduce the amount of
image noise without any shift in the NPSaverage frequency compared to FBP. The ideal noise reduction, where the noise
characteristics are improved by increasing the dose, is when the shape of the NPS is maintained, and the amount of shift is
reduced; the noise reduction method of the DLIR algorithm can be considered to reduce noise without changing the details of the
original image. On the other hand, the NPSaverage frequency of IR50 did not show a large variation; however, similar to IR100, it
showed a characteristic shape as if it had been smoothed in the high-frequency region. The effect of smoothing on IR100 was
strong, and the NPSaverage frequency also shifted signi�cantly to the low-frequency side. The IR100 image also shows the image
quality in�uenced by high-frequency components (Fig. 6), which is consistent with previous research [5]. Regarding the TTF, the
focus size was automatically changed by the NI setting, and the effect on TTF was expected, although there was almost no effect
[29]. In previous studies on the TTF of DLIR, it has been reported that the resolution characteristics are improved compared to the
FBP, which is not necessarily the case in this experiment [8, 10]. Hara et al. [30] shows the effect of the ROI position on the
measured value of the MTF measurement. The effect of the selected phantom on the measurement results cannot be ignored.
However, it is considered that DLIR easily recognizes the contrast at a high contrast, such as 300 HU, as reported in a previous
study; at a low contrast of approximately 50 HU, as in this study, the resolution characteristics were lower than FBP.

Regarding d', FBP was less detectable at all doses and phantom sizes. In hybrid-IR and DLIR, compared with IR50, the detectability
of the image reconstructed by DLIR was high under all conditions. DL-H showed the highest detectability, with an improvement in
reconstruction strength. Regarding TTF, DLIR did not always show high-resolution characteristics due to contrast; however, NPS
showed high noise characteristics (low image noise), and the simulated tumor showed high d' in reconstruction by DLIR.
Moreover, Urikura et al. [19] reported that the effect of the resolution characteristics was small for such low-contrast visibility, and
considered that the high noise reduction effect of DLIR was highly useful in clinical practice. For phantom sizes of 16 and 36 cm,
d' varies greatly, indicating the effect of noise characteristics.

The present study has some limitations. First, the tube voltage, which is the scan condition, was only 120 kVp, and all scans were
performed only with helical scans. Second, the analysis using different phantom sizes was based on the adult size, and smaller
phantom sizes do not represent children. The phantom is also circular and not an ellipse, which imitates a real person. In this
study, the arrangement of the measured ROIs was the same regardless of the phantom size when measuring the NPS and TTF,
which was necessary to maintain the accuracy of the experiment, although previous studies have described the effect of the
measurement position. Finally, the �nding of the present study has not been veri�ed using actual clinical images. Under clinically
assumed conditions, the subject size may change signi�cantly, and in such cases, the detectability may change because of
equipment hardware problems such as bowtie �lters and output restrictions.

Conclusions
In this study, we evaluated the overall image quality assessment of DLIR when TCM was used, targeting low to medium contrasts
and varying phantom sizes and NIs. The results of noise control by TCM showed that DLIR has high detectability due to its high
noise reduction capability, regardless of the phantom size. However, as shown in the phantom experiment, some phantom sizes
may be overcorrected because of the output and hardware limitations of the CT system, and the same phenomenon may be
observed in actual clinical practice depending on the size of the patient. Furthermore, when DLIR is used, which has a larger
change in detectability than hybrid-IR, the operator needs to tune it according to the purpose.
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Table 1. NPSpeak and NPSaverage values with different phantom sizes for each dose condition.
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NPS peak (HU2 mm2)

NI 13.7  NI 22.4

phantom size 
  (cm) FBP DL-L DL-M DL-H IR50 IR100  FBP DL-L DL-M DL-H IR50 IR100

       

16 370 134 82 40 147 68  1088 340 188 73 428 182

21 563 209 127 64 221 105  1573 503 283 116 662 282

26 557 212 132 67 224 104  1642 561 316 132 707 359

31 520 198 126 65 219 104  1732 613 352 150 795 407

36 750 282 178 91 319 148  2646 926 543 258 1375 755

              

NPS average spatial frequency  (mm-1) 

NI 13.7  NI 22.4

phantom size 
  (cm) FBP DL-L DL-M DL-H IR50 IR100  FBP DL-L DL-M DL-H IR50 IR100

       

16 0.33 0.32 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.14  0.33 0.32 0.32 0.30 0.29 0.14

21 0.33 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.29 0.14  0.32 0.32 0.31 0.30 0.28 0.14

26 0.32 0.31 0.30 0.28 0.28 0.14  0.31 0.31 0.30 0.28 0.27 0.13

31 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.27 0.27 0.14  0.30 0.30 0.29 0.28 0.26 0.13

36 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.27 0.27 0.14  0.28 0.29 0.28 0.26 0.24 0.13

              

Table 2. Target transfer function at 50% (TTF50%) for polystyrene and water inserts at different dose conditions and

for each phantom size.
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 TTF 50% (mm-1)

 NI: 13 NI: 22.4

phantom size
(diameter) FBP DL-

L
DL-
M

DL-
H IR50 IR100 FBP DL-

L
DL-
M

DL-
H IR50 IR100

         

polystyrene
(≈Δ50HU

16 0.38 0.32 0.31 0.29 0.29 0.22 0.44 0.38 0.31 0.28 0.3 0.2

21 0.41 0.32 0.3 0.28 0.28 0.21 0.44 0.34 0.3 0.25 0.28 0.18

26 0.37 0.31 0.29 0.26 0.28 0.19 0.39 0.32 0.28 0.22 0.26 0.18

31 0.35 0.3 0.28 0.26 0.26 0.19 0.31 0.27 0.24 0.22 0.23 0.18

36 0.37 0.31 0.29 0.27 0.27 0.21 0.36 0.28 0.25 0.2 0.24 0.17

         

 water
(≈Δ90HU

16 0.38 0.39 0.38 0.38 0.37 0.35 0.43 0.39 0.38 0.36 0.35 0.28

21 0.38 0.38 0.37 0.36 0.33 0.29 0.37 0.36 0.35 0.33 0.3 0.22

26 0.36 0.36 0.35 0.34 0.31 0.27 0.35 0.35 0.34 0.32 0.27 0.21

31 0.34 0.34 0.33 0.33 0.29 0.26 0.37 0.33 0.32 0.31 0.28 0.21

36 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.34 0.3 0.26 0.36 0.36 0.32 0.31 0.24 0.2

Table 3. Rate of increase in detectability index (d'%) with each phantom size for different contrasts (polystyrene and

water) at each dose condition.

rate of increase in d' (%)

NI: 13 NI: 22.4

phantom size (diameter) DL-L DL-M DL-H IR50 IR100 DL-L DL-M DL-H IR50 IR100

         

polystyrene 
(≈Δ50HU

16 40.0 76.8 124.2 20.5 48.7 30.2 69.6 170.2 20.2 55.7

21 43.9 73.1 125.1 23.7 59.7 64.4 103.3 163.0 27.5 66.1

26 38.0 60.2 103.3 17.2 44.7 47.4 84.9 143.8 23.8 54.7

31 28.2 56.5 90.8 14.5 36.6 48.7 78.2 123.4 18.7 42.5

36 21.9 62.5 100.0 20.6 45.9 50.2 89.5 136.7 18.7 44.7

          

 water 
(≈Δ90HU

16 45.5 86.7 139.6 24.3 58.1 63.6 109.1 196.2 23.6 64.2

21 41.7 72.4 125.6 21.1 57.8 69.3 108.0 172.5 23.6 54.4

26 45.5 70.9 114.4 22.8 55.3 59.6 103.4 171.1 26.5 55.3

31 32.3 65.8 103.1 15.7 41.5 50.5 106.3 169.0 22.8 52.8

36 41.9 61.4 98.8 18.5 48.9 63.2 94.4 166.2 23.6 53.3

Figures
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Figure 1

Composition of Mercury Phantom used in this study

Figure 2

a) Regions of interest (ROIs) located for the noise power spectrum (NPS) measurements b) ROIs located for task-based
modulation transfer function (TTF) measurements with polystyrene and water inserts
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Figure 3

Noise power spectrum (NPS) at different phantom sizes measured under low dose conditions; 21 cm and 31 cm were equivalent
to 26 cm

Figure 4

The TTFs of polyethylene and water with different phantom sizes at low dose conditions; 21 and 31 cm, were less affected by
phantom size, and the trend with irradiation dose was similar.
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Figure 5

Detectability index (d') by phantom size for different contrasts (polystyrene and water) at low dose conditions

Figure 6

Images of each contrast insert with phantom size at low dose conditions


